Abstract: There are lots of potential hazardous areas in Taiwan due to high-density land-use and construction building. Up to today, every city area in Taiwan is still continuously expending. Natural disasters such as earthquake, typhoon, flood etc. are happened from time to time within all year long. In addition, based on the high density of ecological environment, the careless or deliberate hazard such as arson fire, gas explosion etc. always randomly occurs. Such situations will cause serious life loss and citizen's properties damage once any kind of disaster happened. Therefore the hazard mitigation and prevention research is getting popular and important in Taiwan.
PREFACE

The research background
Taiwan is positioning in the seismic region where lies on the Pacific Ocean and the path of western Pacific typhoon. This geographic situation causes lots of natural disasters, such as earthquake, typhoon and flood happened within all year long. Meanwhile, the economy is growing rapidly. High-density developing without geographic consideration causes landslide and debris-flow form time to time. Also, most citizens do not have enough disaster prevention sense and alertness. Because of that, there are many manmade accidents, such as gas explosions, fire disasters and airplane accidents always randomly occur [1] .
Although Taiwan's government had been published "Disasters Prevention and Rescue Plan" in 1994 [2] , developed center, province, city, county / town and district four levels disaster prevention system. But some disasters still occur due to the management system is inappropriate. For example, the older buildings were not have appropriate management system. Therefore those dangerous old buildings are similar with potential bomb everywhere and endanger citizens anytime. Until today, there is not a formal operation principle to inspect buildings' safety. So how many dangerous buildings are still unknown. These will cause serious life lose and properties damage while disaster happening. This study is try to develop "Automatic Hazard Inspection Management System of RC Building" to decrease the influence and damage of disasters.
Objectives
To reduce the risk and potential hazard of RC building, there are two major purposes included in this research : 1. Developing an evaluation table of "Automatic Hazard Inspection Management System of RC Building". 2. Giving grading score to inspected buildings and checking which building has safety problem to achieve management database automation. According to the inspection result, if some improvement and reinforcement can be made for the dangerous buildings then the destruction and damage loss can be reduce. Also if more and more data of RC buildings are collected. The system can build as a database and searched by citizens.
OLD BUILDINGS INVESTIGATION
To check the old buildings' situation, this research was investigated about 30 old buildings in Taipei City randomly; table 1 Based on the result preceding buildings present situation investigation, experts of interrelated field, codes [3, 4] and references [5, 6, 7, 8] . This study finished an investigation table with the structure of "Automatic Hazard Inspection Management System of RC Building" as shown in table 3.
WEIGHTING EXPLANATION
In table 3, the determination of each item's weighting is according to the serious of disaster damage, which probably cause the degree of casualty to differentiate. It's importance to show specific items to the building, and the objectivism of the evaluation grade table. This grade table divides tree rank to the weighting within all items： (1)1st rank weighting：It's very important influence to show the safety of evaluation items, and probably cause casualty to persons who are in the building. So, giving the highest weighting "3" to show the items to the importance of the building safe. (2)2nd rank weighting ： It's not more importance than first rank. So give the next weighting "2". (3)3rd rank weighting ： When disaster happened, it only makes few casualty, but is must retain the item necessarily. So, give the weighting "1". 
) Query
「 Query 」 is a convenient function for database. And that can show result rapidly in a lot of data, which find with limit condition. If this condition saves, it can search immediately and the result will renovate direct that follows with new data. 「Query」 use main index to let each limit data table of item to connect with another「Query Data Table 」 . Structure number of main index connects the two tables of 「 building basic data 」 and 「 importance examination 」 . Using main index can be related with the building and the examination table of it. The build step is as follows as these： (I)Pressing 「 add 」 bottom in the label of 「Query」,and then user can select 「Design examination 」 in the window of 「 Add Query 」 . User can select 「 Building Basic Data」 and 「Importance Examination」 that use building number to take as main index. (3) Use Form Application of form will transform monotone database input way of screen control (as shown in figure 1 ). It must not only have a clear indicator to user that input data, but also input data by form that can prevent change the item remove. It won't cause the problem of connect data. Otherwise it can use screen control to simplify data input, like set up 「 Open the window 」 (figure 2), 「 Checking box 」 , 「 Secondary form」and「Inspection groups」( figure 3 ). Form provides model of style. It is more kind and humanity to user when they input data. The step set up as follows these： 
CONCLUSION
This study investigates that there are 1/3 ratio of 10 to 20 years buildings compared to the whole old buildings. So old building is high proportion in Taiwan. Even if the surface of the building, which is older, doesn't have clear defect, but it may let strength decreased because material natural aging, or older building doesn't have perfect fire prevention equipment or doesn't conform to fire prevention regulation. But the building precaution estimation, which can inspect out a dangerous building, then can have preventable methods before disaster happened. Thus can decrease casualty by calamity. This automatic hazard inspection management system not only considers about traditional building safety and structure resistance of earthquake but also considers fire control refuge status and use importance status to think over the weighting respectively and total estimate. This management system is a prototype. It expounds the importance of the building precaution ideal. Because it's a beginning, each estimate item still needs to be improved.
